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Discrimination Prohibited: No person in the United States shall,

on the grounds f race, color, or national= origin, be excluded rom

4participation 2.11, be ied the benefits, of, or be subjected t
discrimination under an rogram or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance, or b so treated on the basis, of sex under

most education programs or activities receiving Federal assistance.

The activity which is the subject of this report was produced under
a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, under the auspices of

the Women's Educational Equity Act. Opinions expressed herein do
not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the Department,
and no official endorsement should be inferred.

: .

Printed and distributed by the WEEA Publishing Center, 1981
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INTRODUCTION

This module is-one of seven which are to be used as-a self-study program.
The modules are designed to psomote the elimination of sex -role stereo-
typing and sex discrimination in secondary lihool physical,education
classes.

Each module contains written materials, illustrations, and learning
'exercises with directions for their use. -At the end of each module,
references are cited and resources forlurther study are provided.
Completing each module will take a maximum of one hour, except for
Module 1, which can be-finished in less than one-half hour.

, . .

The'content of

Module'l:

Modnle 2:

Module 3:

Module 4:

Module I:

Module 6:

Module 7:

the modules -is as follows:

Introduction to stereotyping and discrimination

Sex-role stereotyping and its effects.

Biological sex differences

Title IX

Curriculum development

Teacher behavior

Student performance evaluation

In these modules, material which is quoted or drawn from a specific source
is indicated by a reference in the text, such as (5) or (3, p. 113), car-
responding to the numbered list of references at the end of each module.

Note: Throughout the modules, female High school students are referred

to0as girls and male high-sbhool students as boys. This is consistent

with the designations used by professional organizations and associations
which govern and promote various sports. However, it is recognized that

in many parts of the country these students are referred to as women and
men. Readers are encouraged to substitute the appropriate terms as

A

necessary.
4



OBJECTIVES 00.=
.

Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:

1. Identify the four major.components of a curriculum.

2. Identify at least four factors which must be considered in the
dnveropment of a curriculum.

3. Recogfiize examples of the factors which must be considered in
the development of a curriculum.

4, Apply, guidelines for eliminating sex-role stereotyping and sex
discriminatioy in the construction'of a physical education
curriculum.

O
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INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Development-of_the_curriculum'can be a key factor in eliminating sex-role

stereotyping and discriminationfroMTphygical-education,-thereby promoting

educationalbquity. The kinds of adtivities made available to students

through curriculum planning create a learning'environkent which may or

.may not reduce or eliminate discrimination and sexl-role stereotyping.

Thus, teachers who are interested-in eliminating discrimination from

-their physical'education-programs ;A:11-Aliake sure that girl's and boys

have opportunities to learn the same movement skills and related con-

cepts. To .reduce sex-role stereotyping -in 'education programs,

members of both sexes will be encouraged to pareicipate in activities

whiCh luive traditionally beidesiinated as apptopriate only for males

or only for femaI6s.

o

c;

7

o

What is

sex-role 1///..7
.stereotyp ng?-

What is sex
discrimination/

What is
educational

1

If

,

1
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REVIEW OF TERMS: SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING,
SEX DISCRIMINATION, AND EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING:

Assuming that females and males

Willacc in-certain ways because

of their sex, rather than because

of other factors such as age, expe-.

rience, edudation, personality, and

interests. .CYasses,' situations, v.
A

programs, and actions which sup-

port such expectations. ate sex-
.

role stereotyped.)

e

O

E.RicA, 1: WANT ioa
to Si sm up p-

S yPicH ItopiiZE 13 SW;MAitar

NOT vaesTLIN6

ZfSS
yoa

Ctioice.

4
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-,SEX DISCRIMINATION:

Favoring one sex ever

the other; denying a

. person -opportunities

to Partibipate because.

I

of his/her sex.

`4

'4

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY:

The elimination of

discrimination on the basis

of sex.; the elimination of

sex-role stereotyping and

of sex-role'socialization,

which together prevent

full and fair participa-

Sion, particularly by

females, in educational---

'programs and in American

sneiety,in general.

(Programs, procedures,

courses, etc., that elimi-

nate sex discrimination

and.sex-role stereotyping

Thds--prdeants
with access to all, phases

of an educational program.).

.r

--



EXERCISE 1

Qn this page'ind the next one, indicate with a-checkmark in the proper

space whether the example shows sex-role stereothoing,(SRS) and/or sex

discrimination (SD), or educitional. equity (EE)..
'

2. ( ) SRS

( ) -S13 \

( ).EE

.44

1:

1. ( ) .SRS

( ) SD

( ) EE



ANSWERS

-1. 'SD The girl is denied the opportunity to be on the diving
team.

2. EE = Both girls and boys have opportunities to participate
in the tennis tournament.

P
3., SD and The Woman has no access to the weight room and is

SRS denied opportunities for equitable participation..
Such discrimination may be the result of the stereo-

e typed motion that females re incapable of and not
interested in weight training.

A

13
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DEFINITION OF CURRICULUM

DEFINITION:

A curriculum is a plan,-based'on the

philosophical position of the schoOl,

that sets forth educational 'Objectives

C.

and gives exampres of learning activi-

ties and evaluation techniques. A

curriculum,is designed for a specific

set of"Iearners by the people who are

responsible for their learning.

FOUR COMPONENTS OF A CURRICULUM

Component ExaMples

1. Philosophical
Statement
(Position)

(d.-

A
2. Educational

Objectives

3. Learning
Activities

"We believe allpeople should learn the basic con-

cepts and skills which constitute physical education."

"The function of education is to provide impetus
for change in order to create the world of the-

future."

Each student should be.able to attain and maintain

cardiovascular fitness.

Each student will participate safely in swimming

and boating.

Courses, clubs, instructional units, clinics, etc.
(Learning activities take many forms. The focus here-,

after is on courses in which instruction occurs.)

4. Evaluation Skill tests, written exams, etc.

"Techniques

7.14



EXERCISE 2

1. Circle the four words below which are major components of a curriculum.

courses
final exam
camping trips
philosophical

statement
basketball

Fill in the blank.

soccer club
learning activities
swimming team
term paper
chapter test

officiating clinic
rule book
edutational objec-

tives
assignment
evaluation techniques

. A curriculum is a, that sets forth educational

objectives and gives learning activities and evaluation techniques- -
based on the philosophical position of the school._

ANSWERS

1. The four major components of a curriculum are

philosophical statement learning activities

a

evaluation terbniquPs

2. A curriculum is a plan'that sets forth educational objectives and gives
learning activities and evaluation techniques--based on the philosoph-
ical position of the school.

. 15
8
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KEY FACTORS IN DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM

,,F. -If 'you were developing a physical education curriculum for your school,
the following list of key factors would be useftil in determining what
resources are available and what resources need to be added in orderto
carry out your curriculum:

1. Philoimphy of the school and. community

2. Goals of the physical education program

3. Students' needs and.interests

4. Teachers' qualifications

5. School facilities and community resources

6. Equipment

7. Current trends in education

Below and on the following pages, examples of each of these key factors

are given. These do not include all of the possible philosophical state-

ments, students' needs, equipment, etc.
8

o

Factor Explanation of Factor and Examples

Philosophy Philosophical statements provide a foundation for

of the school curriculum development. They convey basic beliefs

and community about education; physidal education, learning, society,

and_ individuals.

Examples

A purpose of education is to provide for the maximal

development of each individual.

Individuals learn in a variety of-ways.

A central focus of physical education is on human
movement.

L
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Factor Explanation of-Factor and Examples

Goals of These are general statements of purpose for your program.
physical They are long-term results of participating in physical
education education.
.program

Examples

All students should learn at least one physical activity
which can be continued throughout life.

Boys and girls should learn to interact with each.other
in sports and dance situations.

Students should become physically fit.

.Students' Students' needs and interests are one of the most impor-
needs and tant considerations in developing a physical education
interests program:. The student should be the focus of. the curric-

'ulum.

Examples

Bill Smith wants'to learn to work the parallel bars.

Bob is recovering from rheumatic_ fever.

Twenty-five tenth-grade girls want to learn rugby.

Teachers' Teachers' knowledge, abilities, and interests should
qualifications be considered in curricultin planning.

Fxamplts

Ms. Street has spent the past five summers at the
National Golf Institute.

Mr. Wells 'recently completed a semester-long, in- service
program entitled "Introducing Modern Dance in Your
School:"

Mr. Stevens is an'avid backpacker and has recently
begun rock climbing.

Ms. Montez has taught archery at summer camp for
eleven years.

10

17
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Factor

School
facilities

and community
resources

Equipment

Current
trends in
education

Explanation of Factor and Examples

C

Schools often use facilities available in the community
to carry out physical education programs. Sometimes
existing school-facilities can be used in many different'

ways.

Examples

A large gym which provides two teaching stations

A swimming pool

Sidewalks in the neighborhood

Bowling lanes

A nearby state park that has hiking tr its

At times, equipment can be made from materials at hand.

Old equipment can be,adapted for new uses. Sometimes

new equipment, must be purchased to provide a well--

rounded physical education program.

Examples

10 baskebells

20 sets of golf clubs

10 softball bats

Mats

Physical education curriculums should be up to date,:

Teachers need to be aware of current trends so that they

can provide the best possible education for students.

Examples

Coedclasees

Humanistic education.,

Risk-taking and challenging activities

Back-to-basics movement

11

18
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EXERCISE 3

Based on your own school situation, giye at least two. examples of each
,,\category:category: - \

, .

Students Teachers\
Needs and Inteiests t. 'Qualifications,-____

Goals

kr

ANSWERS

If you' had difficulty with this exercise, review pages 9-11.
I
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FOURTEEN-GUIDELINES FOR ELIMINATING. SEE-ROLE STEREOTYPING.
AND DISCRIMINATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

1. Stress edticational equity iu the philosophical statement on which the

'curriculum is baSed.

2. Include the elimination of sex-role btere&tygng and sex discrimina-

tion as a goal of the physical education program..,

Provide opportunities for each student to become physically educated--

that is, to learn the concepts underlying human movement, to partici-
pate-regularly_in_oneormore_movement_activities, and to value each

such learning and participatory experience.

4. State objectivea in nonsexist language; forexaWeT avoid-using only-_

- masculine pronouns and nouns when you are referring to both boys and

girls.

. Provide females and males with equal opportunities to participate in

allactivities. In cases in which classes are sex segregated, such

as tact sports, females should have opportunities to receive

instruct == comparable to thatgiven males.

6. Provide instruction, ilities, and equipment of the same quality

for'all students.

7. Select learning acteivities for coed classes so nstmotion-

,emphasizes concepts and skills, as well as competition or lay. .

8. Select a wide range of activities so that-peOple of.aifferent,body

types and different physiological capacities can succeed.

9. Provide a balanced slate activities. Include some activities which

.
require quickness, agility, and precision; soMe 4ich require rhythm,

,timing, and pace; and some which require control, exactness, and

patience --.3s Vell.as those which require strength, speed, and power.

10: EncOuragepartic4patiOn in those activitiea such as modern dance for

boysand weight Lraining:for-girla-which-traditionally-have-been_the
province of the other sex.

11.- Select some activities which,have the potential for males and females

. to participate together, equitably.

12. Avoid eliminating those activities which haVe been traditionally

labeled masculine, such as wrestling and football, or traditionally

labeled feminine, such as synchronized swimming oi'modern dance, in

order to provide activities which teachers and other adults feelare

appropriate ' coed classes.



13.' Provide opportunities for grouping
size as appropriate. For example,
Basketball for People Shorter than

14. Utilize evaluation techniques which
ences between females and males due
and.previous.moVement experiences.

6

students of similar ability and
offer a class entitled "Beginning
5,511.1.

account for performance differ-
to differences in size, strength,

a

21

1
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EXERCISE 4

Below is a-list of goals,. objectives,, learning activities, 'and evaThation

techniques. Check yes in the blanks provided if the item reduces or

eliminates, sex-role stereotyping and/or sex discrimination in physical

educetion. Check no if it does not.

Yes. No: Goals
0

1. (Example) All students should develop gracefulness

and strength.

2., Both girli and boys.should become physically educated

_persons.

Ots'ltci4TM?
A

;3. A student will be able to catch a softball properly

with his glove.

4. Students will effectively use man -to-roan defense in

a basketball gams.

5. A student will be able to swim 50 yards using the

front-crawl stroke:

Learning Activities
O

6. Boys' One-wall ha-ldbali tournament'

7. Girls' tumbling class

8. intermediate swimming class

9. `Backpacking included :in Camping,course

10. "Powderpuff Football Clinic\assigned as a course

requirement

11. "Ballet for He-Men"

.
Evaluation Techniques

12." The acceptable performance for the one-mile run'is

males, zh minutes, females, 9 minutes.

13. Students will execute in good form a standing front

dive:
0

14. All students must be able to throw a softball 180

feet in order to pass this course. ,a

15 22
P.-

0
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- ANSWERS

' Yes No'

X Nondiscriminatory, nonstereotyped.

X '2. Nondiscriminatory, nonstereotyped.

0

0

X ' 3. Refers only to male students. Use his/her or her/his
$love, or change the entire statement to refer to
students and their gloves.,

4.- Man-to-man is discriminatory. Alternatives are
player-to-player or/person-to-persbn. Note: More about
language usage. (hi /her, ours, and theirs) in Module'6.

.7
5.,-NondiscriMinato y, nonstereotyped...

'

X' 6. 'Refers only to males. This could become a coed event,
or it could include a girls' division and an open
division, asiwell as a boys' aiviiion.

. . .. .

0
.

-7. Refers only
.

to girls. ,Tumbling canebe effectively
. taught in a coed setting and providge skills and know-
, ledge that both girls and boys' should know. . .

- .
.

. .
.

X 8. Not sex-designated. Open to females and males.
. I

9. Not.sex-designated._ Open to females and males.

X 10. Even though football, as a contact sport, can be'taught
in sex-segregaCedclassescalling it powderpuff foot--

ball is stereotyped. It implies that the real game
of football will not be played and/or that*thepartici-
pints are lacking in skill or'strength.

X 11. Ballet can be taught in a coed setting. Designating
the course for he-men is stereotyped.

X 12. Nondiscriminatory. Provides different standards for,
males and females in an event in which structural and

physiological_differedces_sculd_make-comparing-girl '

performances with boys' inappropriate.

13. Nonstareotyped, nondiscriminatory.

X 14. Boys and girls are expected to\meet the same standards
even though differences, in stren, make this expecti...
tion inappropriate.'

/ . \
Often, teachers would like to see an "ideal" physical education( curriculum.
That is difficult to show, because each curriculum should be designed espe-
cially:for a particular school. However, on the next page there are examples
of activities taught in sex - integrated (coed) programs in three secondary,
schools. to addition to providing activities for coed classes, the teachers
at these schdois are working to reduce sex' discrimination and sex-role

steriqOping. r, 16

a

22
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SEX-INTEGRATED PROGRAMS THAT WORK*

ROLLING HILLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,

LOS GATOS, CA

Body Techanics, physical fit-
ness, team sports, individual

sports, gymnastics, rec:res=
tional games'

a

a

-
HIGHLAND PARK HIGH SCHOOL

ST. PAUL, MN

Riding, swimming;

diving, scuba diving, gym-
nastics, social dance,

ipaddieball, handball,
trampoline, water polo,
badminton, square dance

DUBLIN HIGH SCHOOL

DUBLIN, OH

Ice skating, tennis,
ice 'hockey, swimming,-

'orienteering, sail-
ing, dance,
Judo,- canoeing,
cycling, archery,

,badminton,basket-'
ball, ,fencing, field
'hockey, facrosse,
shooting, shuffle :

. board, soccer,
'netball, table
tennis, volleyball,
wrestling, gym-
nastics, camping'

b

0

a

-*Marjorie- Blaufarb and John Ganoe, eds., Title IX: Sex -Inte rated Pro rams

That Work, (Washington, AAAPER, 19 .

t



EXERCISE 5

0

From. the examples presented bn palm-17, what activities could you use in
our school's curriculum? List thcm'in the spice below.

O

Ti

,

dT4

.0

a.

O 25
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A TYIICAL CURRICULUM

EXERCISE 6

What 1.13 wrong with this typical physieal education curriculum?

.

..
Easy Anthony High School Curriculum

----

.
. .

.

Girls 1>
.

.

:-

.

'

.

.

.

p.
.% Boys

.

. .

Avimming
,

Tennis .
'Touch football..
Track and field
Volleyball
Wrestling g

.- -

1 _

,

-
.

.

-.
.,

.

-Archeiy__L. _RiCieational '

BadMinton activities
-.Basketball and leader's,,

Body . 'shi -'", --s'p__

.'mechanics loftball .

Bowling -... Speedball
,

Fencing ' Swimming

Field ,hockey Tennis .

Folk,dance Track'and field
Modern,dance Volleyball
Outdoor

edupation
.

. .

.

Basketball
1

Golf - :
.

Handball
.

MOdified '

lymnastica
Paddle'tennis .,

Speedball ..

.

.

O

The East Anthony High School curriculum needs improvement. 'Changes could'

he made.so that it (a) fits the definition of curriculuM,.(b),reduces'-

sex -role stereotyping, and'(e) reduces discrimination based on sex.

Several changes are listed below which would offer improvements, in these

areas. 'Circle the numbers of,those statements which would improve the

.East Anthony High School curriculum to make it fit the definition and

reduce sexa-role stereotyping and sex discrimination.

East Anthony High School could do thelollowing to improve its curriculum: 0

ProvidC a statement of philosophy.

2.. State the objectives torthe-learners:-
4

3. Indicate evaluation techniques. -'

4. Offer more activitiesoidi boys'and continue to designate dictivities
_

, by sex.
4,

,

.

v
5. Providd opportunities for student's of both sexe's to/learn all \\

activities in whith"they are interested. ,/

2B
1.9



ANSWERS . A.
,'

.

.

All the changes listed except 4 would impfove the curriculum. Changes 1,
,-.

.7.,: -2,-.and 3 would.permit'the-School to fit the Agfinition...of curriculum.

, 'Although changali would, provide boys with mo4e'activiaes to learn,
, designating courses, by sex is S.yio1ation,cif Title A further, boys and

.,:girlsWould still not have.olportunities to-liani those activities.
reserved for 'the other sex. This practice is both sex discrimihatory'

4 and Set-role atereotyped. :Change 5 is a fundamental.change needed to

, develop a program which reduces sex -role stereotyping and discrimination

based on sex.
.

.

ti

7

TO

27

O
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/1BUILDING AN UNBIASED CURRICULUM

An unbiased ,curriculum ts.one which avoids sex-discrimination and reduces
sex-role stereotyping. -In the following exercise you will construct part
of an:unbiased physidal education curriculum.

EXERCISE,

On the following pages are 13 objectives, 20 learning activities, and 8
evaluation-techniques. Circle the numbers of those'objectives, learning

eva#4ation-techniques---which-you-WOUlif include in an

--unbiaired- -Physical education curriculum. There are many possible coMbina-,
activities, and_2 evalua-

tion techniques.
tionc. Select at least.4 objectives,,8 learning a

%.

Objectives ,

Select 4

1. Egch student will develop and carry out a plan for acquiring and
maintaining her/his optimum level of cardiovascular fitness.

Only boys will develop strength.

3. Only girls will develop'strength.

4. Girls_will.deMonstrate proficiency in dance, whereas bcys will
deminstrate proficiency In combatives.

5. Eachstudent.will demonstrate-iproficiency in at least one activity
from thefollowing areas: dance, fitness /conditioning, and aquatics.

=

6. Each student. will participate in only those activities which are
appropriate to her/his sex.

7: Eachstudent will partidipate in those activities which are chosen
- according to her/his Interess and needs rather than according to
.her/his sex. .

-8.. Boys will demonstrate proficiency inaqyatics by completing,a course
in lifesaving; girls will complete a course in synChronized swimming.

9. Only girls will become.competent'in the challenge /risk- taking events
included in the course entitled "Lifetime tiOvement Activities."

P'

10. , Only boys will be ableto:partitipate safely in swimming and-boating
activities.
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11. Boys and girls wilt.be able to part4cipate safely in swimming and

boating activities.

12. Girls and boys will develop strength,Ilexibility, endurance, and

agility.

' 3. Write your won:

Learning Activities

Select 8"

',"1; Boys' basketball

2. Girls' slimnastics

A. Beginning swimming

4. Backpacking club.

5.- Weight training boys

6. Wrestling

7. Soccer

8. One -wall handball

9. Advanced tennis

10.' Intermediate folk dance.

11. Rugby - boys

12. Rugby - girls

13. Officiating intramural sports as part of an officiating course

14. Intermediate golf

15. Disco for beginners

16. Synchronized swimming

17. Synchrpnized swimming - girls

18. Water polo - boys

19. "Fitness for Life Clinic" - part of a conditioning class

'20. Write your own:
7
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Evaluation Techniques

Select 2 a

Students perform a 12- minute kurkwith standards calculated according
' to age and fitness level.

2. ,Soys must do as many sit-ups as possible in 2 minutes. Girls must do
as many sit-ups as possible in 2 minutes,.but must not exceed 50 sit-ups.:

3. All students will do at least 25 sit-ups.

4. Students will correctly answer 80°percent of the questions on a written
teat about the rules of Sobcer.

5. Students in a basketball class will make out-oei0 free throws for
a grade of A.

6. Girls participating in the jogging unit will write an-essay about
their experiences. Boys will record the times and distanceek,they

each day.

7. Each student participating in the three-day expedition in the back-
., .

. packing class will serve as leader of the crew for half a day, using
a map-and compass to guide the-group along the designated route.

8. Write your own:

\ANSWERS 1

1

Any of t14 choices below would contribute to.the development of a non-
discrimin

i
tory, non -sex- role - stereotyped physical education curriculum.-

IMP

Leaping Activities -(8)
- .

3, 4, 7 9,.10, 11 and 12, 13,.14, 15, 16, 19

EValuatioaTechni ues (2)

1, 3, 5i

e
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REVIEW

So that you can check your understanding of the content of this module,
the following questions are provided. You may write your answers,.if you

wish. If you.have difficulty answering a questioni-you may want to review
; the pages suggested. -,

;

Can you:

'Correttly identify examples of sex-role stereotyping, sex dis-
crimination, and educational equity?

If not, review pages176.

.2. List the gour major components of a.curriculum?

If tot, review pages 7-8.

3. Recognize that a curriculum is a plan for educational experiences?

If not; review pages 7-8:

4. List at least four factors which must-be considered when you are
developing a curriculum?

If not, review pages 9-12.

5. Write two examples,. drawn from your school situatioff; of each of
the'key fatpOrito-he considered. when you are developing a

curriculum?

If not, review pages 9-12.

6. -Indicate whethtr a given component of a physical education cur-
riculum reduces sex -role stereotyping and/or sex discrimination,
based on the guidelines provided in this module?

If not, review pages 13-16.

7. Select activities from the examples given in "Sex-Integrated Pro-
grams Thac Work"which you could use in your curriculum? ,

Q. If not, review pages 17-18.
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8. Determine what changes are needed to make a given curriculum
fit the full defiUition of a curriculum, as described in this
module?

f.

O

If not, review pages 19-20.

9. Determine, by using the guidelines for eliminating sex-role
-stereotyping and sex discrimination in curriculums, what changes,
are needed to-make n given curriculum unbiased? ,

If not, review pages 13-23.

10. Construct an unbiased physical education curriculum, given a list
of objectives, learning activities, and evaluation techniques?

If,not,.review pages.1 -23.
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